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Richard Bloomfield vs Carlos Berlocq,
2006

Around £340,000 was wagered on Betfair
alone for the underdog Briton to win. He
sealed the biggest single victory of his
career, but it has now been overshadowed by
the betting furore.

Filippo Volandri vs Wayne Arthurs,
2005 

Reports at the time said that a betting
syndicate wagered heavily on Arthurs, who
shocked Volandri. When the match was
revealed as having been under scrutiny,
Arthurs said that he was shocked.

Potito Starace vs Gilles Elseneer, 2005

Elseneer later said he was offered £70,000 to
lose to Starace. The issue was probed by the
ATP, and was among cases leading to the
formation of the Tennis Inegrity Unit.

Jurgen Melzer vs Wayne Odesnik, 2009 

Enormous sums of cash, including six-figure
amounts on a three-love scoreline, were
wagered hours before the match. Odesnik
claimed innocence but admitted going to a
pub the night before.

TENNIS MATCH-FIXING
ALLEGATIONS - THE KEY
NUMBERS 

16 - core group of players who are
claimed to have repeatedly been
reported for losing games when highly
suspicious bets have been placed
against them. 

26,000 - matches that are alleged to
have been examined in a report handed
to tennis' governing bodies that was
not acted upon.

£35,000 - the figure said to be
offered per fix to players by corrupt
gamblers.

70 - players names reported to appear
on nine lists of suspected fixers flagged
up to tennis authorities.
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Share or comment on this article: Richard Bloomfield involved in Wimbledon game
caught up in tennis match fixing scandal

      

British tennis player involved in one of
four Wimbledon games caught up in
fix scandal with £340,000 wagered on
result in 2006

The widespread match-fixing accusations have rocked tennis this week
Four matches at Wimbledon are said to have been fixed in recent years
Richard Bloomfield, a British player, was involved in one of the matches
Then a 23-year-old, he defeated Carlos Berlocq in straight sets in 2006
Around £340,000 was wagered on Berlocq to lose on Betfair alone
Two more of the Wimbledon matches featured Italian players Filippo Volandri
and Potito Starace 
The fourth Wimbledon match confirmed by Sportsmail as being probed by
authorities took place in 2009 between Jurgen Melzer and Wayne Odesnik

By NICK HARRIS FOR THE DAILY MAIL
PUBLISHED: 22:44, 21 January 2016 | UPDATED: 09:12, 22 January 2016

A match featuring a British player is one of four played at Wimbledon to come under
scrutiny by the tennis authorities over alleged fixing.

Richard Bloomfield, then a 23-year-old wildcard ranked No 259 in the world, beat
Argentina’s Carlos Berlocq, then world No 89, in straight sets in a first-round match
in 2006.

Around £340,000 was wagered on Berlocq to lose on the internet platform Betfair
alone, prompting a Grand Slam committee probe that took no further action. The
Tennis Integrity Unit, which was later put in place to investigate suspect games, did
not come into operation until 2008. 

Richard Bloomfield featured in one of four Wimbledon matches to come under scrutiny by
tennis authorities

He beat Argentina’s Carlos Berlocq (right), then world No 89, in straight sets in first-round
match in 2006

There is no suggestion that Bloomfield did anything wrong on that occasion, or in a
second scrutinised game he was involved in at a tournament in America in 2010.

That win for Bloomfield in Newport, Rhode Island, was against Belgian Christophe
Rochus and attracted more than £1million in bets on his upset victory. Betfair
confirmed they had reported that to the TIU, who made no further comment.

Sportsmail is not aware of any evidence implicating Berlocq or Rochus in
wrongdoing.

At the time of Bloomfield’s Wimbledon win — his only main-draw victory at the All
England Club during his career — he said he was unaware of anything unusual
around the match, calling the betting revelations ‘unbelievable’.

He said: ‘I didn’t know anything about it. It is indescribable. My mates called about it
and I didn’t believe them. I don’t do any kind of betting and I don’t even know how to
play poker or slot machines.

‘I have never seen Berlocq in my life and all I know about him are some results. He is
a clay-court player but I couldn’t tell you anything else about the guy. I just went out
and played my game — I can’t believe I am talking about something like this. As far
I’m concerned I beat him fair and square. I don’t want the win to be overshadowed.’ 

Bloomfield (pictured in 2008) was involved in a second scrutinised game at a tournament in
America in 2010

That win for Bloomfield in Newport, Rhode Island, was against Belgian Christophe Rochus
(pictured) 

WIMBLEDON MATCHES TO COME UNDER SCRUTINY 

Bloomfield, now 32, said nobody from the tennis authorities spoke to him about any
concerns on the day of the match. It is not clear if they followed up later. He was
unavailable for comment when contacted by Sportsmail on Thursday at the Norfolk
school where he now works as a tennis coach.

After he beat Rochus in America, he said he was as perplexed about the betting as
he had been at Wimbledon. ‘I’m a guy who has never had a bet on anything in my
life,’ he said.

Two more of the Wimbledon matches featured Italian players — Filippo Volandri and
Potito Starace — who have both come under scrutiny on multiple occasions for
involvement in matches with irregular betting.

Volandri, 34, was cited more than any other player in a dossier of matches with
strange betting patterns, compiled for the ATP in 2008. 

Filippo Volandri's (pictured) three-set defeat by Wayne Arthurs at Wimbledon in 2005 sparked
a probe

The probe was sparked after heavy betting on Australian Arthurs (pictured at Medibank Private
International)

Starace, also 34, was banned for life last
year by the Italian Tennis Federation for
match-fixing offences, although the ban
was lifted on appeal.

Volandri’s three-set defeat by Wayne
Arthurs at Wimbledon in 2005 sparked a
probe after heavy betting on the
Australian. The same year Starace lost in
three sets in SW19 to Belgium’s Gilles
Elseneer, who later alleged he had been
offered $100,000 (£70,000 at today’s
rates) to lose that match. It is unclear if
the investigations reached a conclusion
but none has been made public.

The fourth Wimbledon match confirmed
by Sportsmail as being probed by the
authorities took place in 2009 between
Austria’s Jurgen Melzer, who has been
ranked as high as No 8 in the world, and
an American, Wayne Odesnik, who
peaked at No 77.

Sportsmail can reveal an investigation by
the TIU took anti-corruption officers to
several countries, seeking explanations
for extraordinary betting patterns on
Odesnik’s straight-sets defeat. 

Also in 2005, fellow Italian Potito Starace lost in three sets in SW19 to Belgium’s Gilles Elseneer

Belgium’s Elseneer (pictured) later alleged he had been offered around £55,000 to lose match
with Starace

Six-figure sums were wagered on the specific 3-0 scoreline hours before the match
started, hundreds of times the levels expected. Secret TIU documents seen by
Sportsmail show Odesnik turned whistleblower for the authorities after that incident
and after being caught with performance-enhancing drugs. He was recently banned
for 15 years for the latest serious drugs offence of his career. Sportsmail is not aware
of any evidence to implicate Melzer in any wrongdoing.

A variety of other matches at the All England Club over the years have been central
to strange betting movements but were not subject to formal probes.

‘Irregular’ betting can be triggered for reasons as mundane as injury news about a
player or a particular individual gambler having one big punt for a perfectly
legitimate reason.

An All England Club spokesman told Sportsmail on Thursday: ‘As part of the tennis
family, Wimbledon underlined the sport’s zero-tolerance approach to all aspects of
corruption. Tennis remains committed to meeting the challenge all sports face from
corrupt betting practices. We have stringent procedures and sanctions in place to
deal with any suspected corruption and have shown we will act decisively when our
integrity rules are broken.’

 
British coach Dave Sammel revealed on Thursday two of his players on the fringes on
the main tour had been approached to throw matches. Sammel says Richard Gabb,
ranked No 324, and Scott Clayton, No 372, were at a minor Futures tournament in
Turkey two years ago when asked to fix a match by Russian player Andrey
Kumantsov, who was later banned for life after the Britons, and others, reported his
activity.

Fourth match being probed took place in 2009 between Austria’s Jurgen Melzer (pictured) and
Wayne Odesnik

Four matches at Wimbledon are among those caught up in a new tennis match-fixing scandal
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PREMIER LEAGUE

Pos Team PTS

1 Everton 13

2 Liverpool 13

3 Aston Villa 12

4 Leicester 12

5 Leeds 10

6 Southampton 10

7 Crystal Palace 10

8 Wolverhampton 10

9 Chelsea 9

10 Arsenal 9

11 Tottenham 8

12 West Ham 8

13 Man City 8

14 Newcastle 8

15 Man Utd 7

16 Brighton 4

17 West Bromwich 2

18 Burnley 1

19 Sheff Utd 1

20 Fulham 1
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Leeds Skelton Lakes Services
An amazing new stopover in Leeds

Vikings: Free Online Game

Play this for 1 min and see why
everyone is addicted!
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Over 55? Don't Fall For The Equity
Release Myths

The Smart Mask

A Mask With Exceptional Breathability And Comfort With Free
Shipping

Shavekit

Big Razor Companies Are Terrified
Of This Startup
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Priscilla Presley Is 75 - Take A Deep
Breath Before You See How She
Looks Today.
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Meghan Markle is 'shocked' by critics who think
she is wading into politics because she feels
telling people to vote in the US election 'shouldn't
be controversial', Finding Freedom author claims 

The Duchess of Sussex, 39, has found criticism that she is wading into politics 
'difficult' because she feels her comments are 'relatively uncontroversial', a source 
told Elle.com's  Carolyn Durand.

marriagetaxclaim.com
Are you Eligible for up to £1,187 of Marriage Tax Refund?

TV&Showbiz

That's unusual! WAG Candice Warner sports a
strange bulge under her shirt as she faces a rock
lifting challenge on SAS Australia

On Monday's episode of SAS Australia, Candice Warner caught the eye of viewers 
for an unusual reason. 

DrivingElectric
Here Are The Electric Cars Launching In 2021
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STARS OF SPORT
Lyon star Memphis

Depay pays tribute to
Holland team-mate
Virgil van Dijk after
scoring against Monaco
Liverpool defender facing
long spell out injured

Holland legend Marco
van Basten claims Van
de Beek will live to
REGRET his £40m move
to Manchester United
Failed to get off the bench
against Chelsea 

'This is me saying to
him publicly... man up':
Bolton boss Ian Evatt
receives huge online
backlash after publicly
slamming his young
goalkeeper Billy Crellin

Raheem Sterling leads
tributes from Man City
players to 17-year-old
ex-development squad
defender Jeremy Wisten
after his death
Tragic news 

Jamie Redknapp
insists Lucas Digne
should NOT have been
sent off in Everton's
defeat to Southampton
Pundit called on Premier
League to overturn ban 

  

Brighton
17:30

- West Bromwich

Burnley
20:00

- Tottenham

Wolverhampton
20:00

- Crystal Palace

Sheff Utd
12:30

- Man City

Burnley
15:00

- Chelsea

Liverpool
17:30

- West Ham
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TOP SPORT STORIES
Thomas Partey

showed Arsenal have
FINALLY found the
assured and
disciplined  midfielder
they have been
yearning for
Impressive full debut 

MARTIN SAMUEL:
Manchester United and
Chelsea show threats to
form a European Super
League look flimsy
Far from a classic at Old
Trafford on Saturday 

SPORTS AGENDA:
Cornelius Lysaght uses
his whip on BBC boss
James Purnell following
his controversial
departure in April
Finally spoke out  

Sir Geoffrey Boycott
puts huge cricket
memorabilia collection
up for sale at auction
Includes bat used against
Australia at Headingley in
1977 worth up to £50,000 

Holland legend Marco
van Basten claims Van
de Beek will live to
REGRET his £40m move
to Manchester United
Failed to get on against
Chelsea this weekend 

SIR CLIVE
WOODWARD: England
need to put Italy to the
sword with a ruthless
performance in Rome
England need to settle on
a style and dominate 

Exeter chairman Tony
Rowe begins to dream
of world domination
after watching Chiefs
wrap up double
Beat Wasps to claim the
Premiership title

Southampton 2-0
Everton: Carlo
Ancelotti's side suffer
first Premier League
defeat after goals from
James Ward Prowse
and Che Adams
 

Lewis Hamilton battles
back to dominate in
Portugal and surpass
Michael Schumacher to
set new record for most
race wins in F1 history
It was a crazy start

Tao Geoghegan Hart
rides to fairytale victory
in the Giro d'Italia after
beating Jai Hindley by
39 seconds in final day
time trial
Fifth Briton to win Tour

Guy Mowbray QUITS
Twitter after being
'hounded' online over
his 'impartial' Match of
the Day commentary on
Marcus Rashford's free
school meals campaign
 

  

MORE STARS OF SPORT
Guy Mowbray QUITS

Twitter after being
'hounded' online over
his 'impartial' Match of
the Day commentary on
Marcus Rashford's free
school meals campaign
 

'Koeman explodes!':
Furious Barcelona
manager's VAR rant
leads the Spanish
papers after El Clasico
defeat... while AS hail
Real Madrid
 

'We don't need him,
that's the truth': Patrice
Evra questions why
Man United signed
£40m man Donny van
de Beek after he was
left on the bench again
vs Chelsea
 

James McKe-own-
goal! Grimsby keeper
makes nightmare
mistake with FREAK
finish into his own net
in draw with Carlisle
He apologised on Twiter

Tai Tuivasa necks beer
and SPIT from a SHOE
to celebrate his KO win
over Stefan Struve on
the undercard of Khabib
victory against Justin
Gaethje at UFC 254
 

Jimmy Floyd
Hasselbaink and Patrice
Evra slam officials for
not giving Chelsea a
penalty after Harry
Maguire hauled down
Cesar Azpilicueta
 

Ronald Koeman
FUMES at decision to
award Real Madrid a
penalty in El Clasico
defeat as he claims
system only gives calls
against them 
 

'Good performance,
respect to you and your
family': Conor
McGregor sends
message of support to
fierce rival Khabib
Nurmagomedov
 

Cristiano Ronaldo
leads stars from
sporting world in tribute
to Khabib
Nurmagomedov after
UFC legend's SHOCK
retirement
 

Dana White shares
gruesome images of
Liana Jojua's horrific
nose injury in UFC 254
defeat to Miranda
Maverick... but confirms
nose was not broken 
 

WATCH: Video footage
emerges of the seven
Barbarians players -
including Chris
Robshaw - breaking
Covid rules with pub
drinking session
 

'It wasn't a handball':
Joleon Lescott insists it
was the correct
decision to allow
Michail Antonio's
wonder goal against
Man City to stand
 

'They have
underestimated what
football means': Joe
Cole angered by Project
Big Picture as he hits
out at Liverpool and
Man United
 

Germany star Mario
Gotze 'is injured TWO
games into his PSV
career' despite getting
into the 'shape of his
life and shedding half a
stone through yoga' 
 

Marco Asensio reveals
he could've signed for
Barcelona.. and
confirms huge Real
Madrid fan Rafa Nadal
DID recommend him to
LaLiga champions
 

Rhian Brewster
relishing a 'weird' return
to Liverpool after they
let him go but the
Sheffield United record
signing fires warning 
his old employers

ARSENE WENGER
EXCLUSIVE: 'Arsenal
left a stamp on me':
Gunners legend on his
painful exit, fierce
touchline battles and an
invite from Tottenham!
 

Tomas Soucek on life
in lockdown after just
four West Ham games,
growing up as an
Arsenal fan and using
inspiration from his
sporting family 
 

'We don't even want to
know to be honest':
Jurgen Klopp STILL
hasn't discovered how
long Virgil van Dijk will
be out for with his ACL
injury
 

'What the **** is wrong
with him?' Max
Verstappen is left
fuming with Lance Stroll
after they crash, while
Pierre Gasly's car
catches FIRE
 

'We were calling him
"Zidane" at half-time!':
Jose Mourinho jokes
about Pierre-Emile
Hojbjerg's brave double
pirouette near his own
penalty area
 

Khabib
Nurmagomedov looks
HUGELY relieved as he
hits 155-pound
championship weight
with Justin Gaethje
UFC 254 blockbuster 

Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang and Paul
Pogba showcase new
adidas shirt collection
as Pharrell Williams
helps re-create iconic
jerseys
 

'One of the best
debuts I've ever seen':
Owen Hargreaves heaps
praise on Arsenal's
Thomas Partey ... and
Martin Keown compares
him to Patrick Vieira!
 

Neymar makes fun of
Ander Herrera's golf
ability after midfielder
takes a chunk out of the
grass while playing a
shot as PSG stars get
over Man United defeat
 

Kevin De Bruyne and
Aymeric Laporte hand
Man City a double boost
as duo return to training
after recovering from
injuries ahead of trip to
West Ham
 

'I will secure that she
will retire after this
fight': Justin Gaethje
says his mum will be
able to stop working
after Khabib showdown
He will earn £2.5m

EXCLUSIVE  '52 years
after our protest, finally
society sees racism as
a disease': John Carlos
takes Sportsmail back
to THAT act of defiance
on the Olympic podium
 

'Unless your name is
foreign, you don't EVER
get put in that category':
Troy Deeney claims
Harry Kane is NOT seen
as 'world class' because
he's English
 

'Each day is worse -
and Barcelona are
NEXT': Furious Spanish
press lay into Real
Madrid after shock
defeat to 'Shakhtar
reserves'
 

'He was more angry
with the rest of us for
only drawing the game!'
Gary Pallister reveals
how Fergie brushed
over Eric Cantona's
kung-fu kick on a fan
 

Thomas Muller moans
tough-tackling Atletico
Madrid are 'the thugs of
Europe' - despite HIM
being booked by
Michael Oliver
Bayern bullied them

'He's been the best
player when he plays
there': Rio Ferdinand
revels in Fabinho's
sublime display in the
heart of Liverpool's
defence
 

'Pepe almost killed
Sterling': Veteran Porto
defender shows his
nasty streak is as
strong as ever as he
appears to KNEE
Manchester star
 

Troy Deeney offers
brutal assessment of
Manchester United's
Fred and claims the
£52m midfielder gives
you the ball 'three or
four times a game!'
 

'West Ham's goals?':
Jose Mourinho moves
on from Tottenham's
dramatic draw with the
Hammers as he poses
with three balls ahead
of LASK clash 
 

Manchester United
drag Mason Greenwood
in for a talking-to about
his lateness with club
bosses frustrated with
young striker
Did not play in PSG win 

Bored of quarantine
ALREADY, Cristiano?
Ronaldo shows off new
buzz cut hairstyle as he
sings while keeping fit
at home in Turin
After positive Covid test 

Bayern fear more
players are infected
with coronavirus after
Serge Gnabry trained
with his team-mates
AFTER his test
Turned out to be positive 

'10,000 messages in
FIVE MINUTES!':
Richarlison reveals the
WhatsApp barrage he
received... after Neymar
accidentally revealed
his phone number
 

Trouble getting in?
Just Google yourself!
Mask-wearing Gladbach
striker Marcus Thuram
brings up pictures of
his face on his phone to
get past San Siro
security
 

'Nigeria's government
are killers and will keep
killing if the world does
not talk about this':
Manchester United
striker Odion Ighalo
leads emotional appeal
 

Lionel Messi becomes
the FIRST EVER player
to score in 16 straight
Champions League
seasons
Clear of Ronaldo... but
Benzema can match him 

'People wonder why
Henderson was kept
around... it was to push
David': Darren Fletcher
hails 'fantastic' De Gea
as Spaniard returned to
form
 

'There are a few
reasons why they don't
do this job': Jurgen
Klopp hits out at
Liverpool legend for
criticism of recruitment
before pundit responds
 

'I think this kid could
be world class': Rio
Ferdinand heaps praise
on Manchester United
matchwinner Marcus
Rashford following PSG
win
 

Flamengo's Gustavo
Henrique suffers
TESTICLE injury as he's
forced to leave the pitch
after 'accidental stamp'
results in blood staining
the defender's shorts 
 

'Good luck getting this
guy out of the team':
Owen Hargreaves raves
about Axel Tuanzebe
and calls for him to
become a regular
starter
 

'Oh f*** off!': Carragher
leads backlash to
£4.6bn European
Premier League plans
involving Liverpool and
Man United
Fans slam 'greedy' clubs

Last year it was
Haaland, so who's the
Champions League's
next breakout star?
Here's our 11 to watch
Fati, Camavinga and an
Ajax star lead our list

Coote DROPPED from
referee and VAR roles
for first time this season
after forgetting he could
review Pickford's horror
lunge on Van Dijk
On fourth official duties

Book collecting
'messages of support'
for Van Dijk online is
PULLED DOWN after
rival fans mocked the
reaction to his injury
Some replied with 'RIP'

'Of course Khabib is
going to win!': Ronaldo
backs 'my brother'
Nurmagomedov to beat
Justin Gaethje in huge
UFC 254 showdown
Two legends in their field

Ole Gunnar Solskjaer
shocks Bruno
Fernandes in press
conference by revealing
he will skipper
Manchester United
against PSG
 

Liverpool fan Conor
Coady laughs off talk of
a return to the club and
insists he 'loves' life at
Wolves after Jamie
Carragher asked him
about Anfield move
 

Mo Salah to wear
specially-designed
Adidas boots during
Liverpool's Champions
League clash with Ajax
to celebrate hitting 100
goals for the club
 

French Open
champion Iga Swiatek
on her newfound fame
in Poland, fulfilling a
lifelong 'dream' at
Roland Garros and
importance of education
 

'My only regret is
cheating on my wife':
Robinho DENIES he's a
rapist but admits he had
'contact' with his
accuser in a Milan
nightclub
 

'Son of a b****, go f***
yourself': New details
emerge of Ronald
Koeman's clash with
Getafe's Allan Nyom
Barcelona boss accuses
him of 'a lack of respect'

Liverpool hit by a
fresh defensive worry
with Joel Matip needing
a scan after returning
from injury in draw with
Everton
Spotted at hospital 

Conor McGregor all
smiles as Irish star is
pictured in training
ahead of UFC comeback
against Dustin Poirier
He has accepted a
rematch in January

'The curse continues!':
Spanish media can't
resist a dig at Gareth
Bale and his 'failure'
after he comes on with
Spurs 3-0 up before
they blow their lead
 

West Ham's Declan
Rice mocks Tottenham
fan who laughed at
opponents bringing on
Manuel Lanzini when
Spurs brought on
Gareth Bale
 

'Harry Kane is one of
the best passers in
world football': Jamie
Carragher hails
Tottenham star after
assist for Son Heung-
min against West Ham
 

Liverpool legends
disagree on Jordan
Pickford's horror tackle
on Virgil van Dijk as
Graeme Souness
describes it as an
'ASSAULT
 

'I'm a believer that
within difficulty lies
opportunity... I'll be
back': Liverpool's Virgil
van Dijk speaks out
after suffering season
threatening injury 
 

Edinson Cavani trains
with new Manchester
United team-mates for
the first time as his
quarantine period ends
He could make his debut
against former side PSG  

Fans hail Novak
Djokovic as he gives
tennis tips to children
while walking his dog in
Belgrade... but others
question his approach
to Covid-19 safety 
 

Brighton snap up
experienced striker
Danny Welbeck on a
free transfer
Seagulls won the race to
land the signing of the
former Watford man

Goalkeeping horror-
show dominates
Montreal Impact's win
over Inter Miami... as
Thierry Henry's men get
one over David
Beckham's strugglers
 

Eddie Hearn leads
calls for British judge
Terry O'Connor to be
sacked after footage
appears to show him on
his PHONE during
Ritson v Vazquez fight

Floyd is in the money!
Mayweather boasts
$20,000 winnings after
backing Teofimo Lopez
to shock Vasyl
Lomachenko and unify
lightweight world titles

Wayne Rooney 'takes
coronavirus test amid
fears he could've
caught the virus off
infected pal who
delivered a luxury watch
to him at his house'
 

Ronald Koeman
accuses Getafe
defender Allan Nyom of
showing him 'a lack of
respect' as tempers
flare in Barcelona's
shock defeat at Getafe 
 

Pep Guardiola defends
Sergio Aguero as Man
City striker goes
unpunished after
accosting assistant
referee Sian Massey-
Ellis during Arsenal win
 

EXCLUSIVE  When
Daniel Bramble had his
funding cut after injury,
the GB Olympic hopeful
had to become an
Amazon driver
Will star at Tokyo 2021

'It had to be changed':
Alan Shearer salutes
Solskjaer for changing
Manchester United line-
up for 4-1 win over
Newcastle
Red Devils bounce back

'This is our fourth
game of the season':
Maguire dismisses
'crazy' talk of a 'crisis' at
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Man Utd 'want Haaland and still believe they can take
Sancho'
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Lyle Taylor has been directly involved in more League One goals than any other player - 5
things you didn't know about Monday's League One action.
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Viewers left stunned after Family Fortunes
contestant gives an X-rated answer to 'something
you put in your mouth but don't swallow'

Kash Popat, from Harrow, a contestant on ITV's Family Fortunes, left everyone 
speechless after her answer to 'something you put in you mouth but don't swallow' 
was bleeped on the family show.

TV&Showbiz

'I woke up wanting to kiss you':
Jessie J shares cryptic quote
and message about leaving LA
in new snaps after splitting
from Channing Tatum

TV&Showbiz

Gethin Jones, 42, displays his
VERY hunky frame as he poses
for sizzling shirtless snap in the
gym

Gut Solution
Bowels: A simple trick to empty them completely

News

Over 800 lawyers and ex-judges demand Boris
Johnson and Priti Patel apologise for putting them
in danger after attacks on 'do-gooder lefty human
rights lawyers' representing migrants 

The letter, co-signed by three former UK Supreme Court justices, said comments by 
the Prime Minister and Home Secretary had 'endangered' the personal safety of 
lawyers.

QuoteSearch

People Born Before 1959 Qualify To
Avoid Funeral Costs Carbuyer

The Best New Cars Coming In 2020

MOST WATCHED SPORT VIDEOS Embed this

Frank Lampard says
Maguire tackle was a
'clear penalty'

Mikel Arteta says
Arsenal vs Leicester
match was a 'harsh...

Ole Gunnar Solskjaer
says Man United
should have won...

Klopp puts rivalry aside
to praise Rashford for
school meals campaign

Jose Mourinho: 'What
we need now is time to
work and improve'

Pep Guardiola blames
football schedule for
injuries

Khabib Nurmagomedov
makes shocking
retirement from UFC

Brendan Rodgers on
dramatic late 1-0 victory
over Arsenal
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Leeds Skelton Lakes Services

An amazing new
stopover in Leeds

marriagetaxclaim.com

Are you Eligible for up
to £1,187 of Marriage…

The Smart Mask

A Face Cover
Comfortable Enough …

MORE TOP STORIES

'crazy' talk of a 'crisis' at
Manchester United 
United captain looks to
silence his critics

'How the hell have you
checked if you took two
seconds': Mikel Arteta
furious that VAR failed
to take a second look at
Kyle Walker's high
challenge on Gabriel
 

'I think they bend the
lines sometimes to
make it offside': Jordan
Henderson accuses
VAR of altering picture
to disallow goal in
Merseyside derby
 

'That's a leg-breaking
tackle.... it's a career
ender': Virgil van Dijk
hobbles off injured after
HORROR knee-high
lunge from Jordan
Pickford during derby
 

Fans blast 'atrocious'
£14.95 pay-per-view
service on BT Sport Box
Office with NO pre-
game build-up,
interviews or analysis
before Chelsea vs
Southampton
 

'How bad is this?':
Gary Neville slams Man
United tweet laughing at
fans being shut out of
grounds in crass
message promoting
their sponsors 
 

Ex-Arsenal boss
Arsene Wenger recalls
how he snatched Danny
Welbeck from under
Tottenham's noses 
despite the fact he was
queuing to meet Pope
 

EXCLUSIVE  Dominic
Calvert-Lewin on
fighting racism, and
how he first
experienced racial
abuse when he was just
SIX years old
 

Is there any stopping
Mbappe? PSG's star
striker bags a brace as
visitors run riot by
smashing four past
Nimes to go top of the
Ligue 1 table 

EXCLUSIVE  Leeds
striker Patrick Bamford
speaks to JAMIE
REDKNAPP about
eccentric Bielsa,
dreaming of the Euros
and shrugging off silver
spoon jibes

Spurs seal late £15m
deal for Swansea's Joe
Rodon... but Wales
team-mates Bale and
Davies jokingly try to
STOP him arriving to
complete dream move!

EXCLUSIVE  Brothers
Sam and Joe remember
kneeing and slapping
each other as young
lads... but now will
Exeter's smashing
Simmonds siblings be
Kings of Europe?

Juventus ace Cristiano
Ronaldo insists he did
NOT violate coronavirus
protocols after being
accused of flouting
rules by Italy's sports
minister
 

Arsene Wenger admits
intense rivalry with Sir
Alex Ferguson 'turned
him into a monster' and
he was 'physically sick'
every time Arsenal lost
to Man United
 

A lip sync star, an
investment fund guru
and a carp fishery
owner. Here's where the
players from last
Everton win over
Liverpool ended up...
 

Ole Gunnar Solskjaer
backs Harry Maguire to
'bounce back' from
early-season troubles
for Man United and
England
Boss is under fire too

Ashes hero Freddie
Flintoff reveals he
would like to coach
England or Lancashire
further down the line
'Started loving cricket
more' since he retired 

Superhero Salah!
Liverpool star dons
fancy dress costume to
celebrate his daughter's
birthday... but will he be
Mr Incredible in the
Merseyside derby?
 

Jurgen Klopp sent his
Liverpool squad a 'long,
long text message' to
get his thoughts off his
chest the day after their
7-2 capitulation against
Aston Villa
 

Season at a glance
LIVE TABLES FIXTURES SCORES

P GD Pts
1 Liverpool 38 52 99
2 Manchester City 38 67 81
3 Manchester United 38 30 66
4 Chelsea 38 15 66
5 Leicester City 38 26 62
6 Tottenham Hotspur 38 14 59

7 Wolverhampton
Wanderers 38 11 59

8 Arsenal 38 8 56
9 Sheffield United 38 0 54
10 Burnley 38 -7 54
11 Southampton 38 -9 52
12 Everton 38 -12 49
13 Newcastle United 38 -20 44
14 Crystal Palace 38 -19 43

15 Brighton and Hove
Albion 38 -15 41

16 West Ham United 38 -13 39
17 Aston Villa 38 -26 35
18 Bournemouth 38 -25 34
19 Watford 38 -28 34
20 Norwich City 38 -49 21

Team
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Today's headlines Most Read
Reports claim Paul Pogba 'could QUIT
France's national team after president
Emmanuel Macron said Islam was...

Liverpool 'will move into their new £50m
training ground next month' as Jurgen Klopp
gets set to finally bid...

Barcelona president Josep Bartomeu and
his board 'could resign TODAY in protest
at Catalonia government...

Barcelona submit complaint about El Clasico
referee as it is claimed he had a 'Real Madrid
upbringing' by...

REVEALED: Three Premier League stars
'failed' drugs tests during the 2019-20
season but therapeutic use...

Arsenal 'still interested in signing Lyon
midfielder Houssem Aouar but face
competition from Juventus' with...

'He's never read the contract!': Tyson
Fury's promoter Bob Arum rips into
Deontay Wilder's manager after he...

Manchester United 'still targeting a stunning
£176m double swoop for Erling Haaland AND
Jadon Sancho... with...

'I know he's earning loads and loads more
but Donny should have waited and signed
for another club': Holland...

MARTIN SAMUEL: Manchester United and
Chelsea show they are not so super after all
following dour goalless...

Ask Crouchie! Our resident columnist is
back to answer YOUR questions... on why
Man City can't blame poor...

Italy shuts its stadiums AGAIN with
coronavirus cases on the rise as Government
revoke the rule allowing...

Cristiano Ronaldo under investigation for
breaking coronavirus rules with Italy's
sports minister saying...

'You will be forever missed': Raheem Sterling
leads tributes from Manchester City players
to 17-year-old...

SPORTS AGENDA: Cornelius Lysaght
uses his whip on BBC boss James Purnell
following his controversial...

Luka Modric claims he's 'too old' at 35 to
follow Gareth Bale's lead and return to
Tottenham with just eight...

Leicester defeat at an empty Emirates is
not the home debut Thomas Partey would
have dreamt of... but he...

Mercedes boss Toto Wolff ready to go to
extreme lengths to keep record-breaker
Lewis Hamilton on board as he...

'Maybe all the talk all week against
Pickford affected the decision': Everton
boss Carlo Ancelotti suggests...

'I don't know how the hell the goal was
disallowed': Arsenal boss Mikel Arteta
FUMES at decision to chalk...
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Online to help you find the
cheapest life insurance
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Boost your retirement
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How much do you need to
save for retirement?
Calculate now >
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Transfer
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exchange rates in three
easy steps >
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From the hottest trends to
how to wear them, THIS
is your new destination for
all things fashion.
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